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Download and print your own handy mydubaimetro pocket card to take with you on subway travel. Our easy-to-read color guide will tell you everything you need to know about how to get around the Dubai Metro. And best of all, it folds up and fits directly into your wallet, pocket or wallet! Click here to download My Dubai Metro Pocket Map (PDF) Dubai Metro
Map shows the subway scheme that plays an important role in the city. Dubai is the territory of the UAE. It has a population of about 3 million people. Geographically, it is located halfway between Asia and Europe. Dubai is landlocked on three sides of the Arabian Desert. Its area is about 4114 km2. In the last few decades, Dubai has grown dramatically in the
economy. Dubai is currently the tourist capital of the UAE. Dubai currently has some of the best architectural installations in the world, such as Burj Al Arab, Burj Khalifa, etc., and these masterpieces attract millions of people from all over the world for tourism. The huge number of tourists also places a heavy burden on Dubai's local transport infrastructure.
Because of this heavy burden, Dubai felt the need for an express transport system that could travel from one end of the city to the other. The Dubai Metro plan was the answer to this problem. The Dubai Highway and Transport Authority (RTA) took charge and began construction in 2006. It lasted about three years, and in 2009 the Dubai Metro was ready to
go. Only nine stations out of 28 Red Line stations operated there. The cost of the project was about $4.2 billion, according to the Dubai Highway and Transport Authority (RTA). This system has made it easier for many of the people in Dubai for daily travel. As the city is known for its extravagance, metro was a pure impression of their luxurious lifestyle. The
Department of Road and Transport (RTA) has released one of the most modern, convenient and reliable subway systems the world has ever seen. Trained have air conditioners and they have a separate section for women/children and men. This metro not only connects Dubai from end to end, but also connects it with neighboring emirates. The next stage
of the Dubai Metro plan was to build the remaining 18 Red Line stations along with the new Green Line. The Green Line connected Etisalat to the plant with 18 operating stations. Construction began in February 2010 and finally ended in 2011. The entire project cost the Road Transport Authority (RTA) an additional $2-3 billion. Metro reopened in March 2011
with ten new trains. At the time, dubai Metro had 22 working trains to service both the Red Line and the Green Line. Metro architecture was developed by an international architectural company The firm was formed in 2002 in an alliance of three different companies from around the world. World. Train operation is used to automate all trains in the Dubai
metro; It makes all trains driverless. Trains are fully air-conditioned, as are stations. A map of Dubai's metro stations also has platform-edge doors, and trains have a window panel that offers great views of the city during the trip. Dubai Metro held the record for the world's longest driverless metro, with a total length of about 75 kilometers, up to 2016.
However, the Red Line is still the world's longest single driverless metro line with a route length of about 52.1 km. Dubai Metro has two working lines and one under construction lines right now. Below is a detail of all the lines. LineOpenedRoute Red Line2009Rashidiya in UAE Exchange (Jebel Ali) Green Line2011Thissalat in Creek Route 2020Discovery
2020.Nakheel Harbor and Tower at Expo 2020. Two lines have been built. The opening of another one is scheduled for 2020. Dubai Metro Red Line Dubai Metro Red Line starts from Rashidia and runs all the way to the UAE Exchange. The total length of this line is about 52.1 kilometres, and 5 kilometres of them are underground lines. Construction of the
Red Line began in 2005 and was completed by the end of 2009. The cost of this project (including the Green Line) is about $7.6 billion, and it had 29 stations. This means that the average cost of a kilometre of this line is about 102.2 million U.S. dollars. The average speed on this line is about 47 km per hour, and the total travel time is estimated at 70
minutes. Dubai Metro Green Line Dubai Metro Green Line connects Etisalat with Creek, and it has a total of 20 workstations. The total length of this line is measured in 22.5 kilometers, 8 kilometers of which is underground. Construction of this line began in 2006, but due to some global crisis it did not end in the proposed completion date. The proposed
completion date was in March 2010, but the line was officially opened in September 2011 due to delays. As mentioned above, this line was built next to the Red Line, and the total cost was about US$7.6 billion or 28 billion hryvnias. The cost/km was about 102.2 million/km. Travel time is 40 minutes, and the average acceleration is about 38 km per hour.
Dubai Metro Route 2020 This line is to connect Nahil Harbour and the tower with Expo 2020 and is still under construction. Construction began in 2017, and the proposed completion date was the end of 2018. However, it is not active, but according to the Department of Road and Transport (RTA), it will be operational by May 2020. The total length of this line
is about 14.5 km, with seven working stations. the cost of this project is about 2.45 billion U.S. dollars, and the cost of a kilometer is estimated at about 186 million U.S. dollars per kilometer. Travel time and average average unknown, as the line is not yet operational. Operation British Public Service Providers Group called Serco operates the Dubai Metro
under the Contract for Roads and Transport (RTA) Dubai. According to statistics of 2018, the Dubai metro line carries about 204 million passengers per year (132 m on the Red Line and 72 m on the Green Line). According to the Department of Road and Transport (RTA), the total number of riders has exceeded 1 billion trips since 2009. Today, the Red Line
runs every seven minutes with 44 trains in operation. In 2010, the number of trains increased to 51, which increased the capacity of the peak hour to 11,675 passengers per hour on each side. The Green Line has a capacity of 6,395 passengers per hour on each side with 19 trains running. The theoretical design capacity of both lines is much higher and the
number of trains can be added. The theoretical maximum design capacity of the Red Line and the Green Line is 25,720 and 13,380 passengers per hour on each side, respectively. Layout Trains and features the Dubai Metro is considered the safest metro in the world. He dedicated the metro to the police, which is always available in case of an emergency.
There are over 3,000 CCTV cameras installed throughout Dubai's metro station and trains to avoid any inappropriateness in the carriage or for other safety reasons. These CCTV cameras are always monitored live by the Metro police. There is a built-in radio link between the Metro train and the emergency forces/metro police. In the case of any emergency
medical assistance, each train has an emergency call box, which is directly related to both the Metro police and the ambulance services. There is also a certain train scheme. The Dubai train map follows the Gold Class Cabin Women and Children Cabin Standard Cabin Gold Class Cabin has some extra features and is therefore a little more expensive. It has
leather seats with decent legroom, and there is a separate seat for each passenger. It has carpet floors with special lighting and design. The Golden Class cabin also provides panoramic views of the track from the front, as well as a separate landing door. It also has a luggage apartment where you can place your luggage if you want. The seats also have a
tray table in front in case you need it. If you are traveling with your mates, some places are located in a club style manner that faces each other. This section also has a separate high internet connection. The standard cabin doesn't have that many features, but it's still very convenient. The section for women and children is severely restricted, and anyone
who travels in the wrong section is fined up to $50. The train can hold a total of 400 passengers and has a length of 75 The maximum acceleration of these trains is about 90 km per hour. Dubai Metro Station There is a pretty unique idea that Aedas has put behind architecture architecture Station. There are five themes used throughout the stations to
symbolize different things, as mentioned below the Theme of Heritage This theme is there to express the culture and history of the United Arab Emirates. The heritage theme has no color effects, but it has many other things attached to it. The spirit of the idea of structure revolves around the use of engineering routine components used in the old structures of
the UAE. They have wind towers, oriels, alleys, interior arches and other elements that are duplicated in the upgraded path. Inspired by the heritage of the station look like a healthy development of the usual bazaars in the area. Legacy themed stations are very small compared to others. The Earth theme of the Earth theme marks the beginning of Dubai's
desire for urban lifestyle. It also resembles the longevity of the land and soil. This theme has a tan-brown effect to it. The aerial theme of this theme symbolizes the pleasure and enjoyment that Dubai gives to residents and visitors of the city. The color effect that is used in this theme is green. The theme of Fire means the vitality, strength and firm willpower
shown by the pioneer of Dubai. It has an orange and red color effect. Water theme This theme symbolizes the moral values that Dubai provides in its modern achievements. The theme of water has a blue-and-white theme of color. Amenities there are many other facilities that Dubai Metro provides to its users. Some are listed below The Dubai Metro Parking
has built three tiered parking spaces at the three main stations that can accommodate more than 8,000 cars. These parking spaces are free for subway users, and passengers can park their cars in the parking lot to ride the subway to work or any other desired location. Two of these three parking zones belong to the Red Line and one belongs to the Green
Line. Parking is as follows, the parking of the Rashidia metro station has parking more than 2,700 cars. (Red Line) The Nakhil Harbour Parking and Tower Metro Station has a capacity of more than 3,000 cars. (Red Line) Parking of the Etisalat metro station has parking more than 2,300 cars. Amenities for disabled people with disabilities are highly valued in
the UAE. They are called People of Resolve and are facilitated quite nicely. They can travel for free, just get there Nol card. There are also lifts and tactile paths for people with disabilities. Various Some other facilities also there are emergency stop buttons in each of the trains there are fire extinguishers available in every section of the train. Metro Police is
always on patrol There is free Wi-Fi in every train and at stations as well. Dubai Metro fares Dubai Metro has fixed fares based on the Tier system. It has three tiers. Tier'ones Tier 1Less than three zones 2Starts in zone 1 and ends in the adjacent Tier 3 zone More than three zones Rates of each level can change over time. Disabled people have no fares
and there is a special discount for seniors as well as students. Dubai Metro Route Map There are three types of Dubai Metro Map for the route. The Schematic Map is a simplified map of the Dubai metro that shows only the station in the path of all three lines. This map also has transport zones mentioned on it, which is useful for users to calculate the tariff.
Interactive map This map of the Dubai metro shows the actual location of all stations. Places around the station are also marked. The interactive map also has details of the transport zone on it. Station: Red Line Station: Green Line Overlay Map In this Dubai Metro Map, all three lines are shown on the actual map of Dubai. The Dubai metro pdf map is also
available on the official website of the Dubai Highway and Transport Authority (RTA). (RTA). metro map dubai 2020. metro map dubai pdf. metro map dubai green line. metro map dubai 2019. metro map dubai red line. metro map dubai new. metro map dubai latest. metro map dubai tram
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